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Ravenspeaks

Making a Difference One Student at a Time

Ravenspeaks offers interactive, experiential learning opportunities designed to enhance
the SHSM program objectives in several sectors. These programs have been created to
enrich student learning experiences by providing new skills and supporting emotional,
behavioral, and intellectual development while acting as a significant source of insight
and inspiration.
SHSM Sector

Program Name

Environmental

The Wonders of Nature

Minutes

Class Size

75 min-Part 1

30

Cost Page #
$675

2

An Interactive and experiential
150 min -Part 1 & 2
$850
nature-based program
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Health & Wellness

Plant Therapy
A whole-body approach
to healthcare.

The Storyteller in You

75 min–Part 1

30

150 min-Part 1 & 2
75 min

$675

3

$850
30

$675

4

Communication and connection through story

____________________________________________________________________________________________
Hospitality
and Tourism

Plant Therapy
A whole-body approach
to healthcare.

The Wonders of Nature
An Interactive and experiential
nature-based program

75 min- Part 1

30

$675

150 min Part 1 & 2

30

$850

75 min- Part 1

30

$675

150 min Part 1 & 2

30

$850

5

6

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Arts & Culture

The Storyteller in You

75 min

30

$675

7

75 min-Part 1

30

$675

8

150 min-Part 1 & 2

30

$850

Communication and connection through story

The Wonders of Nature
An Interactive and experiential
nature-based program

____________________________________________________________________________________________
Business

Plant Therapy Marketing

75min Part 1 or 2

30

$675

A hands-on enterpreneurial experience. 75 min Part 1 & 2

30

$850

9

Contact Raven: outstandingbalance4u@gmail.com
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SHSM – ENVIRONMENT SECTOR
Environmental employment in Canada is projected to grow by 8.1% from 2019 to 2029. This will result
in a total of 50,100 new jobs. With nearly 30% of the current environmental workforce expected to
vacate their mostly mid to senior-level roles, career progression opportunities for current and future
workers will be created. Participating in the WONDERS OF NATURE PROGRAM will provide students
with a chance to kick-start the development of the skills necessary for a future career in this sector.

Ravenspeaks THE WONDERS OF NATURE PROGRAM
INTERACTIVE AND EXPERIENTIAL
This two-part program provides a forum for students to interact with the natural world through naturebased multi-sensory activities that have lasting impacts. The expansion of their relationship with nature
raises awareness of issues impacting the environment upon which we all depend, as well as actions we
can take to improve and sustain it.
Part 1 - We’ll begin by understanding how we are all interconnected with the plant world and how care
and consideration for nature’s gifts are vital to our well-being. Here students discover “there is no such
thing as weeds!” and how every plant has a purpose. Cedar is introduced as one of our most
significant medicinal plants. An interactive experience of engaging in the uses of Cedar, such as Cedar
Tea and nature’s toothbrush, entertains and educates.
Part 2- Nature’s Calendar is presented as we learn that before the Gregorian man-made calendar, the
turtle provided this land knowledge. Here students are introduced to the Turtle and how this ancient
creature represents the land’s natural calendric rhythm by its direct connection to the moon, tides, and
the natural world. Students are awed as they discover ‘Nature’s Calendar’ located on the turtle’s back
(13 moons/28-day cycles) and are invited to create their clay turtles as they pledge to become stewards
of the land. (Materials included)
SKILLS ACQUIRED through this program
Teamwork/Communication - Cultural Awareness/ Ethics/ Sensitivity - Stress Management Techniques
Interpersonal Communication Skills - Informed, Responsible Decision Making - Investigation skills - Time
Management Skills - Emotional Intelligence’Empathy’ - Listening skills, and more.

Contact Raven: outstandingbalance4u@gmail.com
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SHSM – HEALTH AND WELLNESS SECTOR
Kinesiologists, child care workers, audiologists, fitness instructors, doctors, nurses, physiotherapists,
youth care workers, hospital porters, and medical technicians are just some of the numerous and varied
occupations in the health and wellness sector. The PLANT THERAPY PROGRAM and the
STORYTELLER IN YOU PROGRAM are well suited to each occupation. They offer students an
opportunity to kick-start the development of the skills necessary for a future career in this sector.

Ravenspeaks PLANT THERAPY PROGRAM
INTERACTIVE AND EXPERIENTIAL
There are several ways our bodies can suffer from dis-ease, and there are different approaches to
healing it. Throughout this program, students will explore the various plant remedies that, through selfexploration and experimentation, provide insight into how holistic medicine can play a vital role in the
healing process.
Part 1 - We’ll begin by building awareness of a whole-body approach to healthcare by engaging our
mind, body, heart, and spirit. Cedar is introduced as one of our most significant medicinal plants. An
interactive experience of engaging in the uses of Cedar, such as Cedar body oil, Cedar Tea, and nature’s
toothbrush, entertains and educates us as we explore how our senses (See, Hear, Taste, Smell, Touch)
are directly associated to how our bodies receive healing.
Part 2 - Interactive and experiential, students are introduced to various essential oils as they prescribe
and create their own healing remedies suited to their individual needs. Students feel invigorated,
enthusiastic and self-confident in their newfound abilities to promote wellness and enhance mood
through plant remedies. (Materials included)
SKILLS ACQUIRED through this program
Teamwork / Communication - Communication skills, including the ability to provide clear explanations –
Self-confidence - Cultural awareness/ Ethics/ Sensitivity - Project Management - Listening skills Awareness of various approaches to healing - Behavior Management- Emotional Intelligence’Empathy’
Interpersonal Communication Skills and more.

Contact Raven: outstandingbalance4u@gmail.com
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SHSM – HEALTH AND WELLNESS SECTOR
Kinesiologists, child care workers, audiologists, fitness instructors, doctors, nurses, physiotherapists,
youth care workers, hospital porters, and medical technicians are just some of the numerous and varied
occupations in the health and wellness sector. The PLANT THERAPY PROGRAM and the
STORYTELLER IN YOU PROGRAM are well suited to each occupation. They offer students an
opportunity to kick-start the development of the skills necessary for a future career in this sector.

Ravenspeaks THE STORYTELLER IN YOU PROGRAM
INTERACTIVE AND EXPERIENTIAL
Storytelling goes back to time immemorial and is a liberating and fulfilling experience. It remains the
tried and true way to communicate, entertain, and heal.
Throughout this program, students will learn how self-expression is one of the greatest gifts we can give
ourselves and others. Imagination, creativity, and voice are soon activated as they indulge in various
interactive exercises using photography, written word, recorded voice, music, and movement*.
Experience and insight into identifying different perspectives catalyze cross-cultural respect toward
others and broadens our ability to share, connect and heal authentically and powerfully. Students come
away from this program discovering the importance of effective communication and that there is a true
storyteller in them waiting to be born.
*Selection of program exercises to be determined based on time allowance.
SKILLS ACQUIRED through this program
Teamwork / Communication - Communication skills, including the ability to provide clear explanations –
Self-confidence - Cultural awareness/ Ethics/ Sensitivity - Project Management - Listening skills Awareness of various approaches to healing - Behavior Management- Emotional Intelligence’Empathy’
Interpersonal Communication Skills and more.

Contact Raven: outstandingbalance4u@gmail.com
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SHSM – HOSPITALITY AND TOURISM SECTOR
INTERACTIVE AND EXPERIENTIAL
The tourism industry presents many advantages for employees because it offers a selection of over 400
occupations. Tourism jobs also tend to provide opportunities for advancement, widely transferable
skills, and ongoing training. The PLANT THERAPY PROGRAM and THE WONDERS OF NATURE
PROGRAM are well suited to these occupations. They offer students an opportunity to kick-start the
development of the skills necessary for a future career in this sector.

Ravenspeaks PLANT THERAPY PROGRAM
There are several ways our bodies can suffer from dis-ease, and there are different approaches to
healing it. Throughout this program, students will explore their various plant remedies that, through
self-exploration and experimentation, provide insight into how holistic medicine can play a vital role in
the healing process.
Part 1 - We’ll begin by building awareness of a whole-body approach to healthcare by engaging our
mind, body, heart, and spirit. Cedar is introduced as one of our most significant medicinal plants. An
interactive experience of engaging in the uses of Cedar, such as Cedar body oil, Cedar Tea, and nature’s
toothbrush, entertains and educates us as we explore how our senses (See, Hear, Taste, Smell, Touch)
are directly associated to how our bodies receive healing.
Part 2 - Interactive and experiential, students are introduced to various essential oils as they prescribe
and create their own healing remedies suited to their individual needs. Students feel invigorated,
enthusiastic and self-confident in their newfound abilities to promote wellness and enhance mood
through plant remedies. (Materials included)

SKILLS ACQUIRED through this program
Teamwork / Communication - Self-confidence -Cultural awareness/ Ethics/ Sensitivity - Listening skills
Communication skills, including the ability to provide clear explanations & knowledge - Spa Services
Project management - Awareness of various approaches to healing - Interpersonal Communication Skills
Emotional Intelligence’Empathy’ -Stress management -Time Management Skills -Networking Skills
Behavior Management and more.

Contact Raven: outstandingbalance4u@gmail.com
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SHSM – HOSPITALITY AND TOURISM SECTOR
INTERACTIVE AND EXPERIENTIAL
The tourism industry presents many advantages for employees because it offers a selection of over 400
occupations. Tourism jobs also tend to provide opportunities for advancement, widely transferable
skills, and ongoing training. The PLANT THERAPY PROGRAM and the WONDERS OF NATURE
PROGRAM are well suited to these occupations. They offer students an opportunity to kick-start the
development of the skills necessary for a future career in this sector.

Ravenspeaks THE WONDERS OF NATURE PROGRAM
INTERACTIVE AND EXPERIENTIAL
This two-part program provides a forum for students to interact with the natural world through naturebased multi-sensory activities that have lasting impacts. By expanding their relationship with nature in
this way, they learn the benefits and the importance of embracing its wisdom and beauty.
Part 1 - We begin by understanding how we are all interconnected with the plant world and how care
and consideration for nature’s gifts are vital to our well-being. Here students discover “there is no such
thing as weeds!” and how every plant has a purpose. Cedar is introduced as one of our most
significant medicinal plants. An interactive experience of engaging in the uses of Cedar, such as Cedar
Tea and nature’s toothbrush, entertains and educates.
Part 2- Nature’s Calendar is presented as we learn that before the Gregorian man-made calendar, the
turtle provided this land knowledge. Here students are introduced to the Turtle and how this ancient
creature represents the land’s natural calendric rhythm by its direct connection to the moon, tides, and
the natural world. Students are awed as they discover ‘Nature’s Calendar’ located on the turtle’s back
(13 moons/28-day cycles) and are invited to create their clay turtles as they pledge to become stewards
of the land. (Materials included)
SKILLS ACQUIRED through this program
Teamwork/Communication - Cultural Awareness/ Ethics/ Sensitivity - Stress Management Techniques
Interpersonal Communication Skills - Informed, Responsible Decision Making - Investigation skills - Time
Management Skills - Emotional Intelligence’Empathy’ - Listening skills, and more.

Contact Raven: outstandingbalance4u@gmail.com
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SHSM - ARTS AND CULTURE SECTOR
According to the Canada Council for the Arts, arts and culture are essential elements in the new global
economy – not only for their entertainment value but also for the skills they develop in
individuals. Participating in the STORYTELLER IN YOU PROGRAM and the WONDERS OF NATURE
PROGRAM will provide students with an opportunity to kick-start the development of the skills
necessary for a future career in the Arts.

Ravenspeaks THE STORYTELLER IN YOU PROGRAM
INTERACTIVE AND EXPERIENTIAL
Storytelling goes back to time immemorial and is a liberating and fulfilling experience. It remains the
tried and true way to communicate, entertain, and heal.
Throughout this program, students will learn how self-expression is one of the greatest gifts we can give
ourselves and others. Imagination, creativity, and voice are soon activated as they indulge in various
interactive exercises using photography, written word, recorded voice, music, and movement*.
Experience and insight into identifying different perspectives catalyze cross-cultural respect toward
others and broadens our ability to share, connect and heal authentically and powerfully. Students come
away from this program discovering the importance of effective communication and that there is a true
storyteller in them waiting to be born.
*Selection of program exercises to be determined based on time allowance.

SKILLS ACQUIRED through this program
Teamwork / Communication - Communication skills, including the ability to provide clear explanations –
Self-confidence - Cultural awareness/ Ethics/ Sensitivity - Project Management - Listening skills Awareness of various approaches to healing - Behavior Management- Emotional Intelligence’Empathy’
Interpersonal Communication Skills – Portfolio Development and more.

Contact Raven: outstandingbalance4u@gmail.com
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SHSM - ARTS AND CULTURE SECTOR
According to the Canada Council for the Arts, arts and culture are essential elements in the new global
economy – not only for their entertainment value but also for the skills they develop in
individuals. Participating in the STORYTELLER IN YOU PROGRAM and the WONDERS OF NATURE
PROGRAM will provide students with an opportunity to kick-start the development of the skills
necessary for a future career in the Arts.

Ravenspeaks THE WONDERS OF NATURE PROGRAM
INTERACTIVE AND EXPERIENTIAL
This two-part program provides a forum for students to interact with the natural world through naturebased multi-sensory activities that have lasting impacts. By expanding their relationship with nature in
this way, they learn the benefits and the importance of embracing its wisdom and beauty.
Part 1 - We begin by understanding how we are all interconnected with the plant world and how care
and consideration for nature’s gifts are vital to our well-being. Here students discover “there is no such
thing as weeds!” and how every plant has a purpose. Cedar is introduced as one of our most
significant medicinal plants. An interactive experience of engaging in the uses of Cedar, such as Cedar
Tea and nature’s toothbrush, entertains and educates.
Part 2- Nature’s Calendar is presented as we learn that before the Gregorian man-made calendar, the
turtle provided this land knowledge. Here students are introduced to the Turtle and how this ancient
creature represents the land’s natural calendric rhythm by its direct connection to the moon, tides, and
the natural world. Students are awed as they discover ‘Nature’s Calendar’ located on the turtle’s back
(13 moons/28-day cycles) and are invited to create their clay turtles as they pledge to become stewards
of the land. (Materials included)
SKILLS ACQUIRED through this program
Teamwork/Communication - Cultural Awareness/ Ethics/ Sensitivity - Stress Management Techniques
Interpersonal Communication Skills – Portfolio Development - Investigation skills - Time Management
Emotional Intelligence’Empathy’ - Listening skills, and more.

Contact Raven: outstandingbalance4u@gmail.com
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SHSM – BUSINESS SECTOR
Depending on local circumstances, this SHSM may have a particular focus – for example, on
entrepreneurship, finance, accounting, retail, marketing, international business, economics,
management, administration, or event planning. The PLANT THERAPY MARKETING PROGRAM is well
suited to many of these occupations. It offers students an opportunity to kick-start the development of
the skills necessary for a future career in this sector.

Ravenspeaks PLANT THERAPY MARKETING PROGRAM
INTERACTIVE AND EXPERIENTIAL
An entrepreneur is a person who employs creative thinking to start a business venture. This program
offers students hands-on experience creating, marketing, selling, and distributing products.
Part 1 - Focusing on the holistic market, we’ll begin by building awareness of a whole-body approach to
healthcare and the importance of product knowledge. Various essential oils will be introduced, after
which each student prescribes and creates their own essential oil remedy. (Materials included)
Part 2 -Students then learn how to formulate a marketing plan for distribution and sales. Various selling
tips and techniques such as; how to greet and listen actively to customers, how to provide product
testing, how to sell by asking questions, the importance of leveraging storytelling, and more provide
insight into how this knowledge can be used with other products and retail industries.
A culmination of this experience results in conducting a school fundraiser where students work
together to apply their newfound knowledge and make their first steps towards success.

SKILLS ACQUIRED through this program
Teamwork / Communication - Self-confidence -Cultural awareness/ Ethics/ Sensitivity - Listening skills
Communication skills, including the ability to provide clear explanations & knowledge – Portfolio
Development - Project management- Customer Service – Event Coordination - Interpersonal
Communication Skills Emotional Intelligence’Empathy’ Stress management - Organizational skills Time Management Skills -Networking Skills - Behavior Management and more.

Contact Raven: outstandingbalance4u@gmail.com

